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Abstract—We propose a new four-dimensional orthant-
symmetric 128-ary modulation format (4D-OS128) with a spec-
tral efficiency of 7 bit/4D-sym. The proposed format fills the
gap between polarization-multiplexed 8- and 16-ary quadrature-
amplitude modulation (PM-8QAM and PM-16QAM). Numerical
simulations show that 4D-OS128 outperforms current commer-
cially implemented geometrically-shaped modulation formats by
up to 0.65 dB for bit-interleaved coded modulation at the same
spectral efficiency. These gains are experimentally demonstrated
in a 11×233 Gbit/s wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)
transmission system operating at 5.95 bit/4D-sym over 6000 km
and 9000 km for both EDFA-only and hybrid amplification
scenarios, respectively. A reach increase of 15% is achieved
with respect to 128-ary set-partitioning 16QAM. Furthermore,
the proposed 4D-OS128 is also compared to D4 lattice-based
constellation and probabilistically-shaped 16QAM with finite
blocklength via simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The demand for higher capacity and longer transmission
distances in optical fiber communications has been growing
for several years. In order to further support the exponen-
tial traffic growth, various multiplexing or modulation di-
mensions such as time, polarization, wavelength and space
(multi-mode/multi-core fibers), have been used. In particular,
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) transport systems
with coherent detection have been studied to improve spectral
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efficiency (SE) through high-order modulation formats. These
formats have been shown to be promising for high-speed long-
haul transmission systems [1].
Achieving higher SE by employing polarization multiplexed
M -ary quadrature amplitude modulation (PM-MQAM) for-
mats with the same forward error correction (FEC) overhead
(OH) comes at the cost of a reduced transmission reach and has
been extensively studied [2], [3]. In order to maintain or ex-
tend transmission distances in high-speed fiber-optic systems,
signal shaping has recently been the focus of considerable
attention in the optical communications community.
Shaping methods can be broadly categorized into proba-
bilistic shaping (PS) and geometric shaping (GS), both having
distinct advantages and disadvantages. In PS, long coded
sequences induce nonuniform probability distribution on the
constellation points [4]–[10]. GS changes the locations of
the points and allows nonequidistant constellation distribution
[11]–[14]. Despite the difference between GS and PS schemes,
both techniques are employing the dimensionality to induce a
non-uniform distribution via either coding or multidimensional
signal space. For the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
channel, it has been shown that PS outperforms GS and
more closely approaches Shannon’s channel capacity when the
number of constellation points is limited [15, Sec. 4.3], [16].
On the other hand, GS over multiple dimensions can not only
reduce the gap to the Shannon capacity [17]–[21], but could
also mitigate the nonlinear effects in the optical channel [22]–
[27]. Multidimensional (MD) GS relies only on the selection
of the location of constellation points in a (relatively low)
MD space and the design of the corresponding MD detector.
MD-GS therefore offers an interesting approach to achieve
shaping gains with low implementation complexity instead of
using coding approach. MD-GS can also be easily coupled
with FEC and only requires straightforward modifications of
the mapper and demapper. However, MD-GS also increases
the computational complexity of the demapper, as in this
case, Euclidean distances for all multidimensional symbols
need to be calculated. Nevertheless, it has been shown [28]–
[30] that low-complexity MD soft demapper schemes can be
designed to achieve good trade-offs between performance and
complexity.
Four-dimensional (4D) modulation formats are typically
optimized in the four dimensions consisting of the two
quadratures (I/Q) and the two polarization states (X/Y) of
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2the optical field. These formats are often designed to achieve
large minimum Euclidean distances [17]–[20]. Conventional
polarization multiplexed formats are not true 4D formats, be-
cause they are only optimized in I, Q, X, and Y independently.
4D modulation formats with dependency between dimensions
can be obtained by applying Ungerboeck’s set-partitioning
(SP) scheme [31] or using sphere packing arguments1. Gray
labeling for the best packings in 4D does not exist, and
therefore, the combination with binary FEC and bit-interleaved
coded modulation (BICM) results in a loss in achievable
information rates (AIRs) [33], [34]. Set-partitioning (SP) PM-
16QAM has been investigated to achieve fine granularity
as 32-ary set-partitioning QAM (32SP-16QAM) [35], [36],
64-ary set-partitioning QAM (64SP-16QAM) [37] and 128-
ary set-partitioning QAM (128SP-16QAM) [38]–[40]. 32SP-
QAM, 64SP-QAM, and 128SP-QAM have 5, 6, 7 bit/4D-
sym, resp., and can be used to achieve different transmission
distances. 4D set-partitioned modulation formats based on the
D4 lattice have also been investigated by using multilevel
coding (MLC) and multi-stage decoding (MSD) in fiber-
optical communications [41], [42].
An alternative to 4D SP-based modulation format is to
optimize the coordinates of the 4D symbols as non-regularly
spaced signal sets in two polarizations jointly. Previous works
in this area have mainly investigated the modulation formats
design in terms of minimum Euclidean distance [43]. This
design criterion has been shown to be suboptimal for the
medium signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime [26]. Sensitivity
gains were achieved in [25]–[27] by optimizing the points
in 4D space and also the corresponding binary labeling, by
using the information theoretical performance metric called
generalized mutual information (GMI) [15, Sec. 4.3], [34],
[44]. GMI can be directly connected to modern binary soft-
decision forward error correction (SD-FEC) based on BICM
[15], [34]. Due to its simplicity and flexibility, BICM is
usually considered to be a pragmatic approach to coded
modulation (CM) [45] and hence, the use of GMI is preferred
for optical fiber communication systems design [44]. In two
recent experimental demonstrations, the potential of 4D and
8D modulation formats was highlighted. 4D and 8D formats
were shown to outperform conventional formats at the same
SE of 6 bit/4D-sym [46] and 5.5 bit/4D-sym , resp. Even
though these 4D and 8D formats give interesting performance
advantages, larger GMI gains (available for larger constellation
sizes and higher dimensionality) are difficult to obtain due
to the challenging multi-parameter constellation and labelling
optimization. Previous works only solve the 4D or 8D GMI
optimization problem for up to SE of 6 bits/4D-sym [26], [47].
In this paper, we propose a novel four-dimensional orthant-
symmetric 128-ary modulation format (4D-OS128), which has
a SE of 7 bit/4D-sym and is obtained via GS by jointly opti-
mizing constellation coordinates and labeling in 4D to maxi-
mize GMI. For the design we use the orthant symmetry idea
which can significantly reduce the dimensionality of searching
space within the first orthant, and overcome the challenging
1An excellent summary of MD constellations is given in the online database
[32].
multi-parameter optimization, which can be seen as a trade-
off between optimization speed and GMI performance. We
found that the obtained 4D format with the orthant symmetry
constraint has negligible performance loss with respect to the
one without orthant symmetry constraint. The obtained 4D
format is compared in terms of linear performance to 128-SP-
QAM and a 7 bit modulation in 4D-2A8PSK family (7b4D-
2A8PSK) [25], all of them having the same SE (7 bit/4D-
sym). In addition, the proposed 4D-OS128 is also compared
to D4 lattice-based constellation and probabilistically-shaped
16QAM with finite blocklength via simulation. The transmis-
sion performance is investigated by both numerical simula-
tions and experiments. We experimentally demonstrate two
amplifier configurations, EDFA-only and hybrid amplification,
with a data rate of 233 Gb/s per channel. We target a GMI
lower than the SD-FEC threshold of 5.95 bit/4D-sym [25]2,
which corresponds to a FEC rate of 0.8 (25% FEC OH).
For the baseline constellations, distances around 5000 km
(EDFA-only) and 8000 km (hybrid amplification) are therefore
targeted. Compared at the same bit rate, the proposed 4D-
OS128 format achieves a 15% longer transmission reach than
128SP-16QAM and 7b4D-2A8PSK for 11 WDM channels
transmission.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the design
methodology and the proposed modulation format are intro-
duced. In Sec. III, numerical results are shown for both AWGN
and nonlinear optical fiber simulations. The experimental setup
of the WDM optical fiber system and the experimental results
are described in Sec. IV. Conclusions are drawn in Sec. V.
II. 4D MODULATION FORMAT AND OPTIMIZATION
A. GS Optimization: General Aspects
The optical channel suffers from the interactions between
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise, dispersion and
Kerr nonlinearities, which are usually classified as inter-
channel and intra-channel effects. This channel can be mod-
eled by a conditional PDF pY |X , where X and Y are the
transmitted and received sequences, respectively. The trans-
mitted symbols X in X are assumed to be MD symbols
with N real dimensions (or equivalently, with N/2 complex
dimensions) drawn uniformly from a discrete constellation X
with cardinality M = 2m = |X |. The most popular case in
fiber optical communications is N = 4, which corresponds to
coherent optical communications using two polarizations of
the light (4 real dimensions). This naturally results in four-
dimensional (4D) modulation formats.
In general, the channel law pY |X shows memory across
multiple symbols, which is introduced by the fiber optical
channel even after dispersion compensation.3 From now on,
2Note that other thresholds could be used, e.g., the thresholds in [48,
Table III]. The use of different thresholds will however not change the general
conclusions of reach increase in this paper.
3One empirical model that properly takes this effect into account for
channel capacity calculations is the so-called finite-memory GN model [49].
Another example is the time-domain perturbation models in [50]–[52], where
the received symbol depends on previous and future transmitted symbols
(potentially across other polarizations and channels). The memory can also
be considered in the demapper over multiple consecutive time slots [53].
3however, we consider a channel law pY |X where the output
symbols Y have also N/2 complex dimensions. Due to
this assumption, we are actually only approximating the true
optical channel. As we will explain below, this approximation
is well-matched to the fact that typical optical receivers ignore
potential memory across 4D symbols.
Throughout this paper, we consider BICM, which is one of
the most popular CM schemes. The transmitted symbols X
are jointly modulated in 4D space by a set of constellation
coordinates and the corresponding labeling strategy. The ith
constellation point is denoted by si = [si1, si2, si3, si4] ∈ R4
with i = 1, 2, . . . ,M in four real dimensions. We use the
M × 4 matrix S = [s1; s2; . . . ; sM ] to denote the 4D con-
stellation.4 The ith constellation point si is labeled by the
length-m binary bit sequence bi = [bi1, . . . , bim] ∈ {0, 1}m.
The binary labeling matrix is denoted by a M × m matrix
B = [b1; b2; . . . ; bM ], which contains all unique length-m
binary sequences. The 4D constellation and its binary labeling
are fully determined by the pair of matrices {S,B}.
In this paper, we are interested in minimizing the SNR
requirements for a target GMI, but it can be also equivalent
to maximizing the GMI for a given SNR. The transmitted
bits are assumed to be independent and uniformly distributed,
which implies uniform symbols X . The receiver assumes a
memoryless channel and also uses a bit-metric decoder (i.e.,
a standard BICM receiver). In this case, the receiver uses a
decoding metric q(y, c) proportional to the product of the bit-
wise metrics, i.e., the decoding metric is
q(y, c) ∝
m∏
k=1
pY |Ck(y|ck) (1)
∝
m∏
k=1
∑
b∈{0,1}
∑
j∈Ibk
pY |X(y|xj), (2)
where C = [C1, C2, . . . , Cm] is the random vector repre-
senting the transmitted bits, and Ibk ⊂ {1, 2, . . . ,M} with
|Ibk| =M/2 is the set of indices of constellation points whose
binary label is b at bit position k.
Under the assumptions above, the GMI can be expressed as
G(S,B, pY |X) =
m∑
k=1
I(Ck;Y ), (3)
where I(Ck;Y ) is the mutual information (MI) between the
bits and the symbols, and where the notation G(S,B, pY |X)
emphasizes the dependency of the GMI on the constella-
tion, binary labeling, and channel law. Furthermore, for any
N -dimensional channel law, (3) can be expressed as [44,
4Notation convention: Random (row) vectors are denoted by X and
its corresponding realization are denoted by x. Matrices are denoted by
X. A semicolon is used to denote vertical concatenation of vectors, e.g.,
X = [x1;x2] = [xT1 ,xT2 ]T , where [·]T denotes transpose.
eqs. (17)–(18)]
G(S,B, pY |X) =m+
1
M
m∑
k=1
∑
b∈{0,1}
∑
i∈Ibk∫
RN
pY |X(y|xi) log2
∑
j∈Ibk pY |X(y|xj)∑M
j′=1 pY |X(y|xj′)
dy. (4)
As shown in (4), a GMI optimization requires a jointly
optimization of the 4D coordinates and its binary labeling. A
GMI-based optimization finds a constellation S∗ and labeling
B∗ for a given channel conditional PDF pY |X and energy
constraints, i.e.,
{S∗,B∗} = argmax
S,B:E[‖X‖2]≤σ2x
G(S,B, pY |X), (5)
where σ2x represents the transmitted power, S∗ and B∗ indicate
the optimal constellation and labeling, resp.
Note that for any given channel pY |X , the optimization
problem in (5) is a single objective function G with multiple
parameter and constraints. From previous works [26], [47], it is
known that the constellation optimization and GMI calculation
for large constellations and/or for constellations with high
dimensionality is computationally demanding. Therefore, an
unconstrained optimization is very challenging. Unconstrained
formats also impose strict requirements for the generation
of the signals (i.e., high-resolution digital-to-analog converter
(DAC)) as well as complex MD detectors.
B. Orthant-Symmetric (OS) Geometric Shaping Optimization
To solve the multi-parameter optimization challenges de-
scribed above and to reduce the transceiver requirements, we
propose to impose an “orthant symmetry” constraint to the N -
dimensional modulation format to be designed. Our proposed
approach makes the MD format to be generated from a first-
orthant labeled constellation (see Definition 1 below). These
concepts are defined in what follows, and are based on N -
dimensional orthants, defined as the intersection of N mutually
orthogonal half-spaces passing through the origin. By selecting
the signs of the half-spaces, the 2N orthants available in an
N -dimensional space can be obtained.
Let Lq = [l1; l2; . . . ; l2q ] with lj ∈ {0, 1}q and j =
1, 2, . . . , 2q denote a 2q × q labeling matrix of order q, which
contains all unique length-q binary vectors. Let Hk be a
N ×N mirror matrix defined as
Hk =

(−1)lk1 0 . . . 0
0 (−1)lk2 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . 0
0 0 . . . (−1)lkN
 , (6)
with k = 1, 2, . . . , 2N and lk = [lk1, lk2, . . . , lkN ] are the rows
of the labeling matrix of order N LN .
Example 1 ( Mirror matrices): For the 1D case (N = 1),
there are only two orthants (an orthant is a ray), the mirror
matrices are H1 = 1 and H2 = −1. For the 2D case (N = 2),
4there are four orthants (an orthant is a quadrant), the mirror
matrices are
H1 =
[
+1 0
0 +1
]
,H2 =
[ −1 0
0 +1
]
(7)
H3 =
[
+1 0
0 −1
]
,H4 =
[ −1 0
0 −1
]
. (8)
For the N = 3 case, there are 23 = 8 orthants (an orthant is
a octant), the eight mirror matrices which can be obtained by
(6), with lj ∈ {0, 1}3, and j = 1, 2, . . . , 8. M
We now define a first-orthant and orthant-symmetric (OS)
labeled constellations.
Definition 1 (First-orthant labeled constellation): The pair
of matrices {T,Lm−N} is said to be a first-orthant labeled
constellation if T = [t1; t2; . . . ; t2m−N ] is a constellation
matrix such that tj ∈ RN+ ,∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2m−N} (all entries
are nonnegative), and Lm−N is a labeling matrix of order
m−N . 
Definition 2 (Orthant-symmetric labeled constellation): The
pair of matrices {S,B} is said to be an OS labeled constellation
if S = [S1;S2; . . . ;S2N ] is a 2m × N constellation matrix
and B = [B1;B2; . . . ;B2N ] is a 2m × m binary labeling
matrix, where the constellation matrix S is constructed via
Sk = THk with k = 1, 2, . . . , 2N and Hk is given by (6),
and the labeling matrix B is such that Bk = [Ok,Lm−N ],
where Ok = [lk; lk; . . . ; lk] and lk are the rows of LN , with
k = 1, 2, . . . , 2N , and Lm−N is a labeling matrix of order
m−N . 
For an N -dimensional OS 2m-ary constellation in Defini-
tion 2, each orthant contains 2m−N constellation points. The
first 2m−N constellation points correspond to the points in
T = [t1; t2; . . . ; tM/2N ] (see Definition 1), and are found
via S1 = TH1 = T (see in Definition 2). The constellation
points in Sk with k > 1 are generated by “mirroring” the
first-orthant points in S1 to other orthant via Sk = THk. The
binary labeling for the proposed N -dimensional OS formats
is such that the constellation points in a given orthant Sk use
the binary labeling Lm−N , i.e., m − N bits are used within
an orthant. The remaining N bits (which define the matrix
Ok in Definition 2) are the bits used to select the orthant. To
clarify this general definition, we present now two examples.
We focus on traditional square 2m-ary QAM constellations
labeled by the binary-reflected Gary code [54] (in one and
two polarizations), which are shown to belong to the class of
OS labeled constellations.
Example 2 (16QAM): Fig. 1 shows a 16QAM constellation
(N = 2, m = 4) labeled by the binary-reflect Gray code
independently in the first and second dimension. 16QAM is
quadrant-symmetric (four quadrants) and consists of the same
number of signal points (four points) in each quadrant. The
corresponding first-quadrant (orthant) labeled constellation is
S1 = T =

3 3
1 3
1 1
3 1
 ,B1 = [O1,L2] =

00 00
00 01
00 11
00 10
 .
The constellation matrix S and labeling matrix B of 16QAM
satisfy Sk = THk and Bk = [Ok,Lm−N ] with k = 1, 2, 3, 4
O1 : b1b2 = 00O2 : b1b2 = 10
O3 : b1b2 = 11 O4 : b1b2 = 01
b3b4 ∈ L2
0001
11 10
{T, L2}
S2
S3
S4
I
Q
Fig. 1. OS labeled constellation example of 16QAM: {T,L2} is a first-ortant
labeled constellation and Ok are the bits used to represent the kth orthant. The
lines show the mirroring operation to obtain the points Sk in other orthant.
in Definition 2, and thus, this format is an OS labeled
constellation. M
Example 3 (PM-16QAM): Consider a polarization-
multiplexed QAM constellation (PM-16QAM, N = 4, m = 8)
labeled by the binary-reflect Gray code, independently in each
real dimension. This constellation is obtained as a Cartesian
product of two 2D–16QAM, and therefore, PM-16QAM
consists of 16 orthants with 16 points in each orthant. The
first-orthant labeled constellation {S1,B1} of PM-16QAM is
given by
S1 = T =

1 1 1 1
1 3 1 1
3 3 1 1
3 1 1 1
1 1 1 3
1 3 1 3
3 3 1 3
3 1 1 3
1 1 3 3
1 3 3 3
3 3 3 3
3 1 3 3
1 1 3 1
1 3 3 1
3 3 3 1
3 1 3 1

,B1 = [O1,L4] =

0000 0000
0000 0100
0000 1100
0000 1000
0000 0001
0000 0101
0000 1101
0000 1001
0000 0011
0000 0111
0000 1111
0000 1011
0000 0010
0000 0110
0000 1110
0000 1010

.
It can be shown that the symmetries of PM-16QAM and its
binary labeling makes it also to be an OS modulation format.
M
Now that we have defined OS labeled constellations, we
turn our attention back to the GMI optimization in (5).
Because of the OS of the formats under consideration, the
new optimization problem is
{T∗,L∗m−N} = argmax
T,Lm−N :E[‖X‖2]≤σ2x
G(S,B, pY |X), (9)
5b1b2 = 00b1b2 = 10
b1b2 = 11 b1b2 = 01
b5b6b7 = 011/100/101/110
b5b6b7 = 111
b 5
b 6
b 7
=
0
1
0
b 5
b 6
b 7
=
0
1
0
b5b6b7 = 001
b5b6b7 = 001
b5b6b7 = 000
b5b6b7 = 000
b5b6b7 = 000
b5b6b7 = 000
I
Q
X-pol
b3b4 = 00b3b4 = 10
b3b4 = 11 b3b4 = 01
b5b6b7 = 111/001/010/000
b5b6b7 = 011
b 5
b 6
b 7
=
1
0
1
b 5
b 6
b 7
=
1
0
1
b5b6b7 = 110
b5b6b7 = 110
b5b6b7 = 100
b5b6b7 = 100
b5b6b7 = 100
b5b6b7 = 100
I
Q
Y-pol
(a)
Mapper
{0, 1}m −→ X
Optical
Channel
Demapper
{0, 1}m ←− R4
x ∈ [±t2,±t5,±t3,±t3]
y
b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7
0/1, 0/1, 0/1, 0/1, 0, 0, 1
λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5, λ6, λ7
(b)
Fig. 2. (a) 2× 2D-projections of the designed 4D-OS128 modulation and associated bits/polarization bits mapping. The symbols in the same color in two
2D projection indicate a 4D symbol in 4D-OS128 modulation. The shadow area indicate the first orthant in 4D space. (b) Mapping and demapping example:
sixteen possible 7 bit sequences are mapped to the transmitted 4D symbol x (red points in two 2D projection) with the coordinates [±t2,±t5,±t3,±t3]
and the received 4D symbol y is demapped to log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) λ = [λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5, λ6, λ7].
whose solution {T∗,L∗m−N} can then be used to obtain the
complete labeled constellation {S,B} using Definition 2. We
emphasize that in (9), the GMI is still dependent on the
labeled constellation {S,B} (which is fully defined by 2m N -
dimensional coordinates and a labeling of order m), while the
optimization is performed only over the 2m−N N -dimensional
coordinates in the matrix T and the labeling of order m−N
(i.e., the matrix Lm−N ). This reduction in the dimensionality
of the search space is what will allow us to design a MD format
with higher dimensionalities and higher SE for maximizing
GMI.
Apart from lowering the optimization complexity, another
motivation for using the OS property is that the GMI-based
constellation optimization can to obtain a Gray-like mapping.
It is well-known that Gray labelings (for which adjacent
constellation points differ in only one bit difference) can
reduce the loss between MI and GMI [55, Fig. 4], [56],
[57], [58, Sec. IV]. However, due to the mismatch between
the number of nearest neighbors and the length of the bit
labeling, it is not possible to obtain a Gray mapping and also
these constellations also lack an obvious Gray-like mapping.
In order to reduce the non-Gray mapping penalty with respect
to Gray mapping, the orthant-symmetric structure can first
guarantee the orthants are Gray-labeled and attempt to make
all the neighbouring symbols in the same orthant with one bit
difference to have larger distance.
C. Proposed 4D Format: 4D-OS128
In this paper, we focus on designing a four dimensional
orthant-symmetric 128-ary (4D-OS128) constellation (N = 4
and M = 128) with SEs of 7 bit/4D-sym (m = 7),
which consists of M = 2m points si, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 128}
labeled by 7 bits bi = [b1, b2, . . . , b7]. For the 4D-OS128
constellation, each orthant contains 2m−N = 8 constellation
points, and therefore the 8 constellation points in first or-
thant are considered as the first-orthant labeled constellation
T = [t1; t2; . . . ; t8] with labeling matrix G3. The jth first-
orthant point is denoted by tj = [tj1, tj2, tj3, tj4] ∈ R4+ with
j = {1, 2, . . . , 8}. The first orthant is labeled by four binary
bits [bj1, bj2, bj3, bj4] = l1. The remaining 3 bits [bj5, bj6, bj7]
determine the point tj in the corresponding orthant.
For the 4D-OS128 constellation, only eight 4D coordinates
in the matrix T and the corresponding binary labeling of order
3 L3 need to be optimized in (9). Note that there are many
local optima for large constellations and/or for a constellation
with high dimensionality, which has been reported by [47].
To overcome this problem, we solve the optimization problem
(9) by applying the approach recently published in [59], which
implement autoencoders to optimize the constellation and the
binary switch algorithm [60] to find the best “swap” of two
binary labels.5
We optimized the 4D constellation at the target GMI of
0.85m bit/4D-sym, where m is the number of bits transmitted
per symbol. In other words, the 4D-OS128 modulation was
optimized to minimize the SNR requirements for a GMI
of 0.85 × 7 = 5.95 bit/4D-sym. The obtained 4D-OS128
modulation format has 128 nonoverlapping points in 4D space.
For better visualization, these points can be projected on the
two polarizations. This projection results in 20 distinct points
in each 2D space, as shown in Fig. 2 (a). In order to clearly
show the inter-polarization dependency, we use a similar color
coding strategy as in [26]: 2D projected symbols in the first
and second polarization are valid 4D symbols only if they
share the same color. The coordinates of the 8 vectors defining
the matrix T are
tj ∈ {[±t1,±t1,±t3,±t3], [±t2,±t5,±t3,±t3],
[±t5,±t2,±t3,±t3], [±t4,±t4,±t3,±t3],
[±t3,±t3,±t1,±t1], [±t3,±t3,±t2,±t5],
[±t3,±t3,±t5,±t2], [±t3,±t3,±t4,±t4]}, (10)
5Note that initial constellation does affect the time until convergence. In
this paper, we use 128SP-16QAM as initial constellation.
6(a) 128SP-16QAM (b) 7b4D-2A8PSK
Fig. 3. 2D-projections of two 4D modulation formats: 128SP-16QAM and
7b4D-2A8PSK. The colors indicate symbol selecting strategy: the symbols
indicated in blue and red are assigned to either of the polarizations.
where t5 > t4 > t3 > t2 > t1 > 0. These 8 points
are represented in Fig. 2 (a) with gray, red, brown, blue,
green, magenta, orange and cyan markers in the shadow area ,
respectively. The points with the same color in other orthants
can be obtained Sk = THk, and therefore, the proposed format
is highly symmetric in 16 orthants.
The color coding scheme used in Fig. 2 (a) also shows the
binary labeling: 4 out of 7 bits [bj1, bj2, bj3, bj4] determine the
16 orthant, and the remaining 3 bits [bj5, bj6, bj7] determine
the 8 constellation points in the corresponding orthant. In other
words, [bj5, bj6, bj7] determines the color of the transmitted
points in Fig. 2 (a), while [bj1, bj2, bj3, bj4] determine the
coordinate of the point in the same color. Fig. 2 (b) shows an
example of 4D mapping and demapping with [bj5, bj6, bj7] =
[0, 0, 1], which indicates that one of the red 4D points in Fig.
2 (b) is selected as the transmitted symbol x.
In this paper, the 4D-OS128 modulation format indicates
one of the 4D orthant-symmetric modulations with 128-ary,
but optimized for the specific SNR of 9.5 dB. The coordinates
of the 4D-OS128 modulation format and the corresponding
binary labeling are given in Appendix (see Table II).
D. Comparison with Other Modulation Formats
Here, we include two other well-known 4D 128-ary formats
for comparisons at the same SE of 7 bit/4D-sym as GS
modulation formats baseline. The first constellation is 128-
ary set-partitioning 16QAM (128SP-16QAM) (see Fig. 3 (a)),
which has been demonstrated for optical communications
systems in [38]–[40]. The second one is a 7 bit modulation
in the 4D-2A8PSK family (7b4D-2A8PSK) [25] (see Fig. 3
(b)), which is currently used in commercial programmable
transponders [61]. The inner ring/outer ring ratio of 0.59 is
chosen for 7b4D-2A8PSK to maximize the GMI performance
as described in [25].
To better understand the GMI performance and tolerance
to fiber nonlinearities, we conduct a comparison in terms of
energy per transmitted symbol, peak-to-average power ratio
(PAPR), variance of the signal energy with respect to its
meanaverage energy σ2Ps = E
[‖S‖2 − E[‖S‖2]], squared
Euclidean distance (SED), and the numbers of pairs of constel-
lation points at minimum squared Euclidean distance (MSED).
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Fig. 4. Energy per 4D symbol for three SE = 7 bits/4D-sym modulations. The
variation of the transmitted symbols’ energy can contribute to the nonlinear
interference noise (NLIN).
While PAPR and energy per transmitted symbol can be seen
as a rough indication of nonlinearity tolerance [62], SED and
the number of pairs at MSED can be argued to be performance
indicators for the AWGN channel. The analysis and discussion
below only gives an intuition on the performance of the
proposed format. A precise comparison of these modulation
formats will be presented in both the linear and nonlinear
channels by numerical simulations (Sec. III) and experimental
results (Sec. IV).
We assume that all the constellations are normalized to
Es = 2 (i.e., unit energy per polarization). Under this
assumption, the comparison of energy for each 4D symbol
after sorting for all three modulation formats are shown Fig.
4. The 7b4D-2A8PSK format has a constant-modulus property,
and thus, it can significantly reduce the nonlinear interference
noise (NLIN) [25]. For 128SP-16QAM, 5 energy levels are
visible, while the proposed 4D-OS128 shows only 3.
Table I shows four properties of the four modulation formats
under consideration. In the first two columns, we use two
performance metrics to compare the modulation-dependent
nonlinear interference: PAPR and σ2Ps for a given modulation
format. Due to the constant-modulus property, both of these
two performance metrics are zero for 7b4D-2A8PSK, which
is expected to be better than the other two modulation formats
in terms of effective SNR. Since PAPR only depends on
the few constellation points with largest energy, it cannot
reflect the complete nonlinear performance. In contrast, σ2Ps is
the variation of all the possible transmitted symbols’ energy,
and thus, smaller σ2Ps should in principle result in higher
nonlinear noise tolerance. We expect that this smaller variation
in terms of energies will give 4D-128SP-16QAM a very small
nonlinearity tolerance benefit with respect to 4D-OS128. These
predictions will be confirmed in Sec. III and Sec. IV.
In addition to the nonlinear noise tolerance property, we
study the structure of the formats in terms of MSED, which
we denote by d2. We also look at the number of pairs of
constellation points at MSED, which we denote as nd. These
two parameters are shown in the last two columns of Table I. A
large d2 and small nd should in principle result in high MI in
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Fig. 5. Histograms of SEDs of three 4D formats: (a) 4D-128SP-16QAM, (b) 7b4D-2A8PSK, and (c) 4D-OS128. The red bars show the number of pairs with
Hamming distance of 1 at the SED d2. The MSEDs are 0.8, 0.23, and 0.14, for 4D-128SP-16QAM, 7b4D-2A8PSK, and 4D-OS128, resp.
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF 7 BIT/4D-SYM MODULATION FORMATS.
Mod. Formats PAPR [dB] σ2Ps d
2 nd
4D-128SP-16QAM 2.55 0.645 0.8 864
7b4D-2A8PSK 0 0 0.23 64
4D-OS128 1.89 0.797 0.14 16
the high-SNR regime, as recently proved in [57]6. Even though
the proposed 4D-OS128 has the smallest d2, it has only 16
pairs at MSED. 4D-128SP-16QAM and 7b4D-2A8PSK have a
large number of pairs of constellation points at MSED, which
will degrade the GMI performance at medium SNR range.
To better understand this, we also study the SED “spectrum”
for the three constellations. This is shown as a histograms in
Fig. 5. It has been shown in [26] that GMI does not only
depend on d2 and nd, but also the Hamming distance (HDs)
of the binary labels of the constellation points at MSED. This
figure also shows a classification of the pairs at a given SED:
blue bars for pairs at HD larger than one, and red bars for
pairs at HD one. From the SED spectra in Fig. 5, we can see
that there are less pairs at lower SED and most of the pairs are
at Hamming distance one for the proposed 4D-OS128, which
in principle results in a better GMI in medium SNR range.
6The results in [57] hold for 1D constellations only. However, the authors in
[57] conjectured that the results holds verbatim for any number of dimensions.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Linear Performance
Considering the 128SP-16QAM and 7b4D-2A8PSK as the
baselines, Fig. 6 shows the linear performance in terms of
GMI for the proposed 4D-OS128 modulation format. The
results in Fig. 6 indicates that 4D-OS128 can provide gains
of 0.65 dB at GMI of 5.95 bit/4D-sym over 128SP-16QAM
and 7b4D-2A8PSK. The shaping gain comes from the joint
optimization of 4D coordinates S and its binary labeling B
under the constraints of average power and orthant-symmetry.
Meanwhile, the proposed 4D-OS128 can provide 0.27 bit/4D-
sym gain over 128SP-16QAM at SNR=9.5 dB. Eventhough
7b4D-2A8PSK performs better than 128SP-16QAM for SNR
below 10 dB, there is at least a gap of 0.5 dB between 7b4D-
2A8PSK and 4D-OS128.
In order to verify whether a GMI loss is induced by using
the orthant symmetry constraint, we further optimize the 4D-
OS128 in Fig. 2 as an initial constellation by using (5), which
removes the orthant-symmetric constraint.7 The optimization
process can reach steady state within 2000 steps as shown
in the inset (b) of Fig. 6. The optimized 4D geometrically-
shaped (4D-GS128) constellation without orthant-symmetric
7Note that this process is not guaranteed to find the globally optimum
constellation.
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The optimization procedure after removing orthant-symmetric constraint.
constraint is plotted in the inset (a) of Fig. 6.8 The red
and blue circles represent the symbols transmitted in X and
Y polarization respectively. Despite the 0.027 bit/4D-sym
improvement provided by the optimization, the result is a
constellation where symbols are very close to each other
in the 2D space. This rather complex constellation becomes
particularly challenging to generate using a high-speed DAC
with limited effective number of bits (ENOB). In this paper,
we only investigate the performance of the proposed orthant-
symmetric 4D-OS128 modulation format.
For verifying GMI results, we use LDPC codes from the
DVB-S2 standard with code rates R ∈ {0.83, 0.8} (20% and
25% OH) and blocklength N = 64800. Fig. 7 shows post-FEC
BER of BER=4.5 ·10−3, between 0.55 dB and 0.65 dB, which
is in excellent agreement with the prediction of the GMI.
Moreover, we also evaluate the efficiency of the 4D modula-
tions by using low complexity max-log demapper (MaxLog),
which significantly reduces the computational complexity by
avoiding logarithmic and exponential functions as opposed to
the optimum Maximum likelihood (ML) demapper. Note that
using a MaxLog approximation for the proposed 4D-OS128
leads to no observable degradation with respect to the ML
demapper. A slightly larger penalty is observed for 128SP-
16QAM, in all cases using either 20% or 25% OH.
B. Nonlinear Performance: Multi-span WDM transmission
We consider a dual-polarization long-haul WDM transmis-
sion system with 11 co-propagating channels generated at a
symbol rate of 45 GBaud, a WDM spacing of 50 GHz and
a root-raised-cosine (RRC) filter roll-off factor of 0.1. Each
WDM channel carries 216 4D symbols in two polarizations at
the same launch power per channel Pch. For the transmission
link, a multi-span standard single-mode fiber (SSMF) is used
with attenuation α = 0.21 dB · km−1, dispersion parameter
8Note that 4D-OS128 is also a 4D geometrically-shaped modulation, but
with an additional orthant symmetry constraint.
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D = 16.9 ps·nm−1 ·km−1, and nonlinear coefficient γ = 1.31
W−1 ·km−1. Each span consists of an 80 km SSMF through a
split-step Fourier solution of the nonlinear Manakov equation
with step size 0.1 km and is followed by an erbium-doped
fiber amplifier (EDFA) with a noise figure of 5 dB.
At the receiver side, channel selection is firstly applied
and then, the signal is downsampled to 2 samples/symbol.
Chromatic dispersion (CD) compensation is performed be-
fore applying an RRC matched filter and downsampling to
1 sample/symbol. An ideal phase rotation compensation is
performed. Then, log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) are calculated
and passed to the soft-decision LDPC decoder. We focus
on evaluating the performance of the center WDM channel
because it is more affected by the inter-channel crosstalk and
non-linear interference.
Fig. 8 shows the effective SNR (after fiber propagation
and receiver DSP) for different 4D modulation formats with
SE=7 bits/4D-sym over a 5600 km SSMF. It is observed that
the 7b4D-2A8PSK modulation format with constant modulus
has less NLI penalty on effective SNR, and 128SP-16QAM
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and the proposed 4D-OS128 with power fluctuation between
time slots have an effective SNR penalty due to fiber non-
linearities. Normally, a Gaussian-shaped modulation format
will lead to a larger SNR penalty. However, the proposed 4D-
OS128 modulation format experiences a similar effective SNR
compared to 128SP-16QAM with a very small SNR penalty
(< 0.05 dB) at the optimal launch power, which is consistent
with the analysis in Sec. II-D. Therefore, the shaping gain in
the linear regime can be maintained in nonlinear regime and
translates into a reach increase, which will be shown in Fig.
9.
Fig. 9 shows GMI as a function of the transmitted power
for different modulation formats with SE=7 bits/4D-sym over
a 5600 km SSMF. As we expected, the proposed 4D-OS128
modulation format achieves the highest GMI compared to
128SP-16QAM and 7b4D-2A8PSK. The gains compared to
128SP-16QAM for different launch power are almost constant
due to similar effective SNR performance. Meanwhile, the
gains compared to 7b4D-2A8PSK is reduced as the launch
power increases.
Fig. 10 shows GMI as a function of transmission distance
for different modulation formats with SE=7 bits/4D-sym using
the optimal launch power at each distance. The proposed
4D-OS128 modulation format leads to a 920 km increase
in reach relative to the 128SP-16QAM modulation format
at GMI of 5.6 bit/4D-sym, and more than 400 km reach
increase relative to 7b4D-2A8PSK modulation format. For
GMI above 6.1 bit/4D-sym, 128SP-16QAM provides the best
performance. This can not only be attributed to the larger
minimum Euclidean distance for 128SP-16QAM with respect
to 4D-OS128 (see Table I). In addition, 4D-OS128 is not
designed for higher SNR at shorter transmission distances.
C. Comparison with D4 Lattice and Probabilistic Shaping
The proposed 4D-OS128 modulation enables low complex-
ity CM for BICM systems and outperforms current commer-
cially implemented GS modulation formats. An alternative
approach would be the use of multi-level coding (MLC)
with multi-stage decoding (MSD) together with constellations
based on the D4 lattice. Recently, 4D CM based on the
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Fig. 10. GMI vs. transmission reach for different modulation formats at
optimal launch power.
set of Hurwitz integers has been proposed and demonstrated
targeting the (IA) OIF 400ZR implementation agreement [41],
[42]. The cardinality of the resulting Hurwitz constellation is
M = 2 · 24i = 32, 512, 8192, . . . , where i is an integer. By
selecting the set of Hurwitz integers from the D4 lattice, it
is not possible to construct a constellation with M = 128.
Therefore, we consider here a lattice-based constellation with
SE of 7 bit/4D-sym instead, which we denote by l4,128. The
constellation is the optimal spherical subset of D4 and thus by
enumerating and testing a finite number of possible centroids
inside the fundamental simplex of the lattice, it becomes
optimal. The l4,128 constellation was first characterized in [63,
Fig. 1(b)] and it also corresponds to the format “l4 128”in
[32].
To label the constellation l4,128, we use a numerically opti-
mized labeling obtained using the binary-switching algorithm
[60]. A labeling was obtained and optimized for an SNR of
9.5 dB. In Fig. 11, the MI and GMI for the l4,128 constellation
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Fig. 12. Simulation results of multi-span optical fiber transmission with 11 WDM channels for 4D-OS128 and PS-16QAM with three difference blocklengths.
The same simulation setup is implemented as Sec. III-B.
are shown. For the proposed 4D-OS128, the GMI and the MI
are almost identical. This is not the case for the constellation
l4,128. The results in Fig. 11 shows that l4,128 gives a high
MI at all SNRs. However, achieving MI requires symbol-
wise decoders, such as MLC-MSD, which have often been
avoided in optical communications because of the potentially
high complexity induced by using separate bit-level codes and
the negative impact of decoding delay. It is also known that
MLC schemes are generally more sensitive than BICM to a
mismatch between the actual channel parameters and those
for which the codes are designed [15]. Furthermore, for the
l4,128 constellation, a large gap between the MI and GMI
exists (more than 1 dB for low code rates). Therefore, l4,128
will not work well with a bit-wise decoder. Similar results
have been previously reported in [48] for 4D formats with
M = 16, 256, 4096.
In addition to multidimensional modulation formats, we
also consider PS-QAM with the same SE as baseline, which
probabilistically shapes PM-16QAM to an entropy of H(X) =
7 bit/4D-sym. It is a well known fact that PS has superior AIRs
performance for a finite number of constellation points with
respect to GS, however, this is based on ideal assumptions for
PS, requiring further in-depth analysis;
• Short blocklength rate loss. PS based on constant
composition distribution matching (CCDM) with long
blocklengths is very difficult to implement in high speed
communications because it is based on sequential arith-
metic coding. In this paper, we consider the finite-length
information rate (defined in [64, eq. (15)]) AIRn of PS
with CCDM blocklength of n as AIRn = GMI−NRloss,
where N is the number of real dimensions and Rloss is
the rate loss of CCDM with a finite blocklength. The rate
loss is defined in [64, eq. (4)] as
Rloss = H(PA)− k
n
[bits/amp], (11)
where PA is the targeted probability distribution, H(PA)
is the entropy in bits/amp, k is the number of input
bits for CCDM and n is the blocklength. Note that
both PS and GS coincide, when a block code and low-
dimensional constituent constellations is used. Thus, a
fair comparison would be to use probabilistic shaping
with a blocklength of n = 4 as baseline. But considering
the complexity of demapping for 4D GS modulation,
we use n = 128, 64, 32 for PS in this paper. A more
comprehensive complexity comparison is left for future
research. In Fig. 11, we shows the GMIs of PS-16QAM
with shaping blockslength n = 128, 64, 32. We observe
that PS gives higher GMI with n = 128, but the resulting
rate loss diminishes the efficiency of CCDM as the
blocklength decreases. With n = 32, PS-16QAM has
even worse GMI performance than 4D-OS128.
• Lower tolerance to fiber nonlinearities. As mentioned
in [5], PS-16QAM experiences higher nonlinearity penal-
ties, which will also lead to a decrease in effective SNR
and GMI. These losses are shown in Fig. 12 (a) and
(b), and are particularly visible in the high nonlinear
regime. In Fig. 12 (a), we also observe that PS with
short blocklengths can also slightly increase the nonlinear
tolerance, and thus, the effective SNR. The phenomena
is also reported in [9].
By considering the two aspects discussed above, we show
results of the GMI as a function of the transmission distance in
Fig. 12 (c). We can see that the theoretically superior perfor-
mance of PS-16QAM vanishes as the blocklength n decreases.
In addition, for optical links with stronger nonlinearity, PS will
have even higher penalty and lead to a reduced transmission
reach and GMI.
When compared to D4 lattice-based constellations (l4,128)
and PS-16QAM with finite blocklength, the proposed 4D-
OS128 modulation format has its own advantages in terms of
complexity and performance trade-off. The 4D-OS128 modu-
lation format can be easily coupled with FEC and only requires
straightforward modifications of the mapper and demapper,
and thus, it could be an alternative candidate for optical
transmission systems.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
A. Experimental Transmission Setup
Fig. 13 depicts the experimental transmission setup. The
transmitted signal is modulated using either 128SP-16QAM,
7b4D-2A8PSK [25], or 4D-OS128 symbols. Pseudo-random
sequences of 216 symbols are generated offline, pulse shaped
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Fig. 13. Experimental optical recirculating loop setup. Inset: The received spectrum after N = 80 circulations (6000 km) of EDFA-only amplification. The
CUT is depicted in the center position but is tested in all 11 positions in the experiment.
using a RRC filter with 1% roll-off at 41.79 GBd, and
uploaded to a 100-GSa/s DAC. The positive differential DAC
outputs are connected to the optical multi-format transmitter
(OMFT) which consists of an external cavity laser (ECL), a
dual-polarization IQ-modulator (DP-IQM), an automatic bias
controller (ABC) and RF-amplifiers. The channel under test
(CUT), which can be defined at any of the 11 tested C-
band channels, is modulated by the OMFT and subsequently
amplified. The loading channels are provided by the negative
outputs of the DAC and modulated onto the tones provided
by 10 ECLs using a DP-IQM. These loading channels are
amplified, split into even and odd channels, decorrelated by
10,200 (50 m) and 40,800 symbols (200 m), and multiplexed
together with the CUT on a 50-GHz grid using an optical
tunable filter (OTF). Bandwidth limitations due to transmitter
electronics are initially compensated using an OTF and the
residual effects are mitigated digitally as proposed in [65].
The 11-channel 50-GHz-spaced dense wavelength division
multiplexing (DWDM) signal is amplified and through an
acousto-optic modulator (AOM) enters the recirculating loop
which consists of a loop-synchronous polarization scrambler
(LSPS), a 75-km span of SSMF, an EDFA, an AOM and
an OTF used for gain flattening. The inset of Fig. 13 shows
the optical spectrum after 80 circulations, which corresponds
to 6000 km of transmission using only EDFA-amplification.
Optionally, a hybrid amplification scheme can be used by
adding a 750 mW 1445 nm Raman pump in a backward
pumping configuration. The output of the recirculating loop is
amplified, filtered by a wavelength selective switch (WSS) and
digitized by a coherent receiver consisting of a local oscillator
(LO), a 90-degree hybrid, four balanced photo-diodes and
an 80 GSa/s analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The offline
digital signal processing (DSP) includes front-end impairment
correction using blind moment estimation, chromatic disper-
sion compensation, frequency offset estimation and correction
between transmitter and LO laser. A widely-linear multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO) equalization [66] with blind
phase search (BPS) [67] inside the update loop is employed
to correct for phase noise, error counting and GMI evaluation.
In the following sections, we evaluate and discuss the results
for two configurations as EDFA-only amplification (Sec. IV-B)
and a hybrid of EDFA and Raman (Sec. IV-C).
(a) 128SP-16QAM (b) 7b4D-2A8PSK (c) 4D-OS128
Fig. 14. 2D projection of the constellations after Back-to-Back measurements.
The SNR of these recovered constellations is around 20 dB.
(a) 128SP-16QAM (b) 7b4D-2A8PSK (c) 4D-OS128
Fig. 15. 2D projection of the constellations after 70 spans transmission with
total launch power of 9 dBm.
B. Experimental Results: EDFA-only Amplifier
Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 show the 2D projections of the received
constellations after optical back-to-back and after transmission
over 70 spans respectively. Note that the proposed 4D-OS128
modulation induces nonuniform probability distribution when
projected onto 2D, which is similar to probabilistic amplitude
shaped 16QAM with very short blocklength of 4. Instead
of using four time slots as PS, the 4D-OS128 shapes the
constellation using the two quadratures (I/Q) and the two
polarization states (X/Y) as four dimensions.
Fig. 16 (a) shows the GMI as a function of transmission
distance for the optimal total launch power of 9.5 dBm. The
GMI in Fig. 16 (a) should be interpreted as the reach that
an ideal SD-FEC would achieve. For the considered rate (6
bit/4D-sym), 7b4D-2A8PSK offers approximately the same
reach as 128SP-16QAM around 5300 km. The proposed 4D-
OS128 reaches 6110 km, which corresponds to a gain of
810 km (15%). Fig. 16 (a) also shows that the average GMI per
channel resulting in a 0.26 bit/4D increase for 4D-OS128 with
respect to 128SP-16QAM after 6340 km transmission. The
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(a) Average GMI per channel versus transmission distance at total launch power
of 9.5 dBm. Inset: Average GMI per channel versus total launch power after
6000 km.
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Fig. 16. Experimental results using EDFA-only amplification.
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Fig. 17. Experimental results using EDFA-only amplification. Per-channel
performance versus GMIs (left) and BERs (right) measured for all 11 channels
individually after 6000 km showing GMIs above 5.95 bit/4D [25] and BERs
below the FEC threshold 4.1 · 10−2 [68].
GMI vs. launch power for a transmission distance of 6000 km
and the three modulation formats under consideration are also
shown as inset in Fig. 16. At the optimal launch power, 4D-
OS128 outperforms 128SP-16QAM and 7b4D-2A8PSK with
a gain of 0.22 bits/4D-sym.
BER performance before and after FEC are shown in Fig.
16 (b). For the experiment, low-density parity-check (LDPC)
blocks are constructed, which are then encoded using the
DVB-S2 LDPC code with 20% overhead and code length
n = 64800. An outer hard decision forward error correction
(HD-FEC) staircase code with rate 0.9373 [69] that corrects
bit errors after LDPC decoding is assumed. The BER threshold
is 4.5 × 10−3 [69, Fig. 8], which makes 4D-OS128 15%
(+800 km) better in reach (6050 km) compared to 128SP-
16QAM (5580 km) with the same data rate. 9 Moreover,
the 16% reach increase is preserved for the post-FEC gain
using an off-the-shelf DVB-S2 LDPC. In addition to the gains
shown versus 128SP-16QAM, 4D-OS128 is also shown to
outperform 7b4D-2A8PSK. The combination of the rate of
this staircase code together with a baudrate of 41.79 GBd and
a net information rate of 5.58 bits/4D-sym results in a total
data rate of just over 233 Gbit/s per channel.
At this optimal launch power, we demonstrate transmission
above the GMI threshold of 5.95 bit/4D-sym (0.85 NGMI)
enabling 6000 km error-free transmission of net 233 Gbit/s
per channel after 25.5% overhead and for all 11 channel in
Fig. 17. The GMI threshold 5.95 bit/4D-sym (0.85 NGMI)
is based on a spatially-coupled type LDPC code [68] and
the corresponding BER threshold of 4.1 · 10−2 is derived
in [25]. Note that the rate loss due to the practical FEC
after 6000 km transmission is 16 Gbit/s between the net data
rate of 233 Gbit/s and the maximum data rate 249 Gbit/s
(41.79 GBaud×5.95 bit/4D-sym). Therefore, the relative FEC
loss is 6.4%.
C. Experimental Results: Hybrid Amplification
In the hybrid amplification scheme, a 750 mW 1445 nm
Raman pump is also used in a backward configuration as
shown in Fig. 13.
The GMI vs. launch power for a transmission distance of
9000 km and the three modulation formats under consideration
are also shown as inset in Fig. 18 (a). At the optimal launch
power of 6.5 dBm, 4D-OS128 maximizes the average GMI
per channel resulting in a 0.22 bits/4D-sym increase for with
respect to 128SP-16QAM and 7b4D-2A8PSK. Therefore, we
use 6.5 dBm as launch power to evaluate the transmission
performance. Fig. 18 (a). shows the GMI as a function of
transmission distance. We can observe that the relative GMI
gains of 0.25 bit/4D-sym and 1100 km (13.5%) are similar to
the EDFA-only case.
BER performance before and after FEC are shown in Fig. 18
(b). Under the assumption of concatenated LDPC and staircase
code with rate 0.9373, 4D-OS128 shows a post-FEC reach
increase of 1150 km (14%). By measuring all the 11 WDM
channels’ performance, Fig. 19 shows all channels above the
GMI threshold of 5.95 bit/4D-sym (0.85 NGMI) enabling
9000 km error-free transmission of net 233 Gbit/s per channel
after 25.5% overhead. Comparing to the results of the EDFA-
only amplification in Sec. IV-B, utilizing Raman amplifier
causes an apparent improvement (50% reach increase) on the
transmission performance compared to using the EDFA for the
4D-OS128 modulation
9Note that the experimental results shows a slightly better performance than
the simulations in Fig. 10. This is due to the shorter span length used (75 km)
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Fig. 18. Experimental results using Hybrid amplification.
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Fig. 19. Experimental results using a hybrid of EDFA and Raman amplifica-
tion. Per-channel performance versus GMIs (left) and BERs (right) measured
for all 11 channels individually after 9000 km showing GMIs above 5.95
bit/4D [25] and BERs below the FEC threshold 4.1 · 10−2 [68].
V. CONCLUSIONS
A new modulation format (4D-OS128) with a spectral effi-
ciency of 7 bits/4D-sym was introduced using the concept of
orthant symmetry. The format was designed based on the gen-
eralized mutual information, and thus, it finds applications to
systems with soft-decision forward error correcting codes and
bit-wise decoding. The 4D-OS128 format provides sensitivity
gains of up to 0.65 dB after LDPC decoding versus current
commercially implemented geometrically-shaped modulation
formats. The numerical results of optical multi-span transmis-
sion results shows significant improvement over GS formats
and also a comparable performance versus PS-QAM with
short blocklength for distribution matching. The experimental
results confirm the overall superior receiver sensitivity of 4D-
OS128 versus previously published GS formats. Transmission
reach extensions of more than 15% is demonstrated. We
believe that the proposed format is a good alternative for
future high capacity long haul transmission systems, which
provides an intermediate solution between PM-8QAM and
PM-16QAM. The design of orthant-symmetric constellations
for higher dimensions (e.g., 16 dimensions) and larger con-
stellation sizes (e.g., 256-ary, 512-ary and 1024-ary formats)
are left for further investigation.
APPENDIX A
COORDINATES AND BINARY LABELING FOR 4D-OS128
Table II lists the coordinates of the constellation points and
the bit-to-symbol mapping of 4D-OS128 for the target SNR
of 9.5 dB. The constellation is assumed to be normalized to
Es = 2, i.e., to unit energy per polarization.
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TABLE II
COORDINATES AND BINARY LABELING OF THE PROPOSED 4D-OS128
FORMAT FOR THE TARGET SNR OF 9.5 DB. THE COORDINATES ARE
ROUNDED TO FOUR DECIMAL POINTS:
(t1, t2, t3, t4, t5) = (0.2875, 0.3834, 0.4730, 1.1501, 1.2460)
Coordinates Labeling Coordinates Labeling
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